Mechanical behavior of polycrystalline materials is intimately connected to migration of grain boundaries, which in turn is dramatically impacted by the presence of defects. In this paper, we present atomistic simulations to elucidate the elementary mechanism that dictates the role of vacancies in enhancing grain boundary migration via shear-coupled normal motion. The minimum energy pathway and the associated energy barriers are calculated using the nudged elastic band method. Fully three-dimensional atomistic simulations provide excellent verification of the three-dimensional disconnection model and furnish quantitative evidence that vacancies facilitate grain boundary migration by weakening the line tension of a disconnection loop. It is also revealed that vacancies serve as energetically favorable sites for the nucleation of grain boundary disconnections, thereby inducing shear-coupled grain boundary migration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Grain boundaries (GBs) are key players in the plasticity, damage, and failure of polycrystalline materials [1–3]. A quantitative description of GB-mediated processes, such as migration, sliding, and defect interactions, is hence vital for optimizing the properties of the polycrystal through mechanical processing and has been the subject of long-standing interest [4–19].

At low temperatures, a dominant mechanism for GB migration for a certain class of GBs, specifically, the coincident site lattice (CSL) GBs, is known to be the shear-coupled normal motion [20,21]. Shear-coupled normal motion occurs by the displacement of the GB normal to its plane due to resolved shear stress parallel to the GB plane. The motion is quantified by a geometric factor known as the coupling factor, \( \beta = v_\parallel / v_n \), which refers to the ratio between the applied shear velocity \( v_\parallel \) and the resulting normal GB velocity \( v_n \). Several studies in recent years have provided insights into the dependence of the shear-coupled migration on GB geometry, temperature, and applied shear stress [20–28].

Using the nudged elastic band (NEB) method [29,30], Combe and coworkers [24] investigated the migration of a \( \Sigma 13(320) \) GB in a copper bicrystal. They provided detailed evidence that thermally activated two-dimensional (2D) shear-coupled GB migration occurs through a pair of parallel disconnections, each consisting of a dislocation and a step [4,31]. However, three-dimensional (3D) disconnection theory [4], which, in principle, is closer to reality, is still confined to theoretical analysis and has not been verified through atomistic simulations or experiments to the best of our knowledge.

In addition, studies have probed the influence of impurities on GB motion [32–35] since GBs are known to be effective sinks for defects, especially point defects. Conventional understanding is that point defects, including vacancies, interstitials, and substitutional atoms, have a drag effect, thereby hindering GB migration [32]. Quite interestingly, some recent studies have reported that vacancies might enhance GB sliding [33] or bcc twin migration [36]. Thus, there is a need to investigate the elementary mechanism that leads to this rather unusual phenomenon by which vacancies might promote GB motion.

In the present study, we employ NEB simulations to provide verification of the 3D disconnection theory for GB migration. Furthermore, our NEB calculations elucidate the role of vacancies in shear-coupled migration of a certain class of GBs. It is revealed that vacancies facilitate the nucleation of GB disconnections by weakening the line tension of the disconnection loop and lowering the energy barrier for shear-coupled migration. The detailed elementary mechanism for the process is furnished by quasi-2D NEB calculations. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe the 3D simulation setup, details of the NEB calculations, and formation energies for various vacancy sites in the GB. In Sec. III, we provide the representative 3D NEB results for GB migration with and without vacancies and investigate the effect of vacancy distribution and numbers. Section IV
reveals the mechanism of vacancy-enhanced migration through atomistic and mesoscopic views and verifies the phenomenon through molecular dynamics (MD) simulations at room temperature. The summary and potential ramifications of these findings are discussed in Sec. V.

II. SIMULATION METHODS

A. Simulation setup

For our 3D atomistic simulations, we consider a copper bicrystal with a \( \Sigma 13(320) \) symmetric tilt GB subjected to shear deformation [Fig. 1(a)]. Our choice of this particular GB is dictated by the fact that it is a CSL boundary exhibiting shear-coupled normal motion, and its migration has been studied in 2D simulations previously [24]. All simulations are performed using the simulation package LAMMPS [37].

The embedded atom method (EAM) interatomic potential by Mishin et al. [38] is employed. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed in the lateral \((Y \text{ and } Z)\) directions, whereas a fixed boundary condition is imposed in the \(X\) direction. Two 1.5-nm-thick slabs are fixed at the top and the bottom of the simulation cell and serve to exert the applied shear stress \(\tau\). Only the dynamic atoms within the simulation cell participate in the molecular statics simulations. The size of the 3D simulation cell is \(103 \times 130 \times 123 \ \text{Å}^3\).

B. NEB simulation details

\(N\) (48) replicas were used to describe the minimum energy path (MEP). By initial configurations we mean the initial \(N\) replicas. After several time steps, they would converge to final configurations and replicas. For each time step, there are \(N\) replicas, including first replica and end replica. The first and end replicas are fixed throughout the NEB calculation. The first replica is the original GB configuration without or with vacancies. The end replica is a configuration in which the entire GB has migrated by a step with the same shear strain \(\tau\). Only the dynamic atoms within the simulation cell participate in the molecular statics simulations. The size of the 3D simulation cell is \(103 \times 130 \times 123 \ \text{Å}^3\).

C. Vacancy formation energy in a GB

The vacancy formation energy in a GB is defined as the energy required to move an atom from a certain GB site \(\alpha\) to a perfect lattice site far away from the GB, i.e.,

\[
E_{f}^{\alpha} = E_{\text{GB}}^{\alpha} - E_{\text{GB}} + E_{c},
\]

where \(E_{\text{GB}}^{\alpha}\) is the energy of a defective GB with a monovacancy at site \(\alpha\), \(E_{\text{GB}}\) is the energy of the initial perfect GB, and \(E_{c}\) is the cohesive energy.

Table I summarizes the vacancy formation energies at select sites [as shown in Fig. 1(b)] in the GB according to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>(E_f) (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.248</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Eq. (1). It is seen that the vacancy formation energies vary widely from site to site. For most GB sites, the vacancy formation energies are much lower than that in the bulk (i.e., 1.272 eV [39]). However, there are still some GB sites, such as site 8, that have a higher vacancy formation energy than a perfect lattice site. It should be noted that for some sites, such as sites 2 and 7, the GB does not support vacancies at all. In other words, when an atom is removed from either site (2 or 7) to form a vacancy, the atom located in the nearest site 1 would fill the vacancy during the energy minimization process. Thus, the vacancy moves to site 1. The most important observation is that there exists a pair of energy-favorable vacancy formation sites 1 and 1′ with formation energy (i.e., 0.172 eV) which is much lower than any other GB sites. This indicates that for dilute vacancy concentration, most vacancies should be located at sites 1 and 1′ after enough diffusion time.

Following the previous study [40], the concentration $c_\alpha$ of vacancies at a site $\alpha$ in a GB is defined by

$$c_\alpha = \exp\left(-\frac{E_f^\alpha - T S_f^\alpha}{k_B T}\right).$$

Here, $E_f^\alpha$ is the vacancy formation energy at site $\alpha$, $S_f^\alpha$ is the formation entropy, $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, and $T$ is the temperature. In this study, the interaction between vacancies is neglected. Experimentally [41], the factor $\exp\left(-\frac{E_f}{k_B T}\right)$ ranges between 2 and 10, which is consistent with previous studies [40]. Here, we adopt the upper bound to make the effect of vacancies more prominent. For the 3D simulation cell, as shown in Fig. 1, a total of 680 candidate sites are energetically favorable (i.e., site 1). So according to Table I and Eq. (2), it is estimated that there are, at most, nine energy-favorable vacancies in the GB in thermodynamic equilibrium at room temperature (i.e., 300 K). Accordingly, we start with nine vacancies each located at a neighboring site 1, as shown in Fig. 3. It is worth noting that the vacancies are discrete, individual point defects that remain well separated and embedded in the GB after equilibration.

III. RESULTS

A. Vacancy-enhanced migration

Figure 4 shows the NEB results for GB migration in a 3D simulation cell without and with vacancies. Figure 4(a) shows the converged MEP for shear-coupled migration of a perfect GB (red circles) and the same GB with vacancies (blue squares) at shear stress $\tau = 529$ MPa. In all the MEPs presented here, the reaction coordinate is defined as the normalized path length along the MEP, and the energy of the first replica on the MEP is taken to be zero. It is evident that the vacancies reduce the activation energy from 1.80 eV (red solid circle) to 1.52 eV (blue solid square). Figure 4(b) shows the associated MEPs as a function of the nucleation radius. The atomistic configurations in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) are the first states, corresponding to a local energy minimum on the MEPs. Figure 4(e) presents the atomistic configuration at the saddle-point state for migration of a perfect GB. It is seen that the shape of the disconnection loop is very close to a circular shape generated by the migration of discrete kite-shaped units. Consistent with prior theoretical prediction [4], the disconnection is nucleated in the form of a loop for the 3D case. Figure 4(f) shows the atomistic configuration at the saddle-point state for a GB with vacancies. Since the disconnection loop would interpenetrate as many vacancies as possible (to maximally reduce the line tension and energy barrier, as will be explained later), the disconnection loop would deviate a little but still remain close to a circular shape. The results reveal that the disconnection loop nucleates around the vacancies (denoted by a white circle) and then propagates, eventually resulting in GB migration (see [42]).

The nucleation and growth of the disconnection loop can be quantitatively described by the 3D disconnection model [4,43]. According to the model, the total energy to form a disconnection loop with radius $R$ is given by

$$E(R) = 2\pi R \Gamma_s h + E_{\text{loop}} = \pi \rho R^2.$$

The first term is the excess energy arising from the disconnection step, where $\Gamma_s$ is the effective line tension and $h$ is the step height, which is 0.255 nm [24] for the $\Sigma$13 GB. The second term denotes the elastic energy of the disconnection loop, which can be exactly expressed as [44]

$$E_{\text{loop}} = 2\pi R^2 \left(\frac{2 - \nu}{2(1 - \nu)}\right) \mu b^2 \left[-\ln\left(\tan\left(\frac{\rho}{4R}\right) - 2 \cos\left(\frac{\rho}{2R}\right)\right)\right].$$

Here, the Voigt average Poisson’s ratio, $\nu = 0.324$, and the Voigt average shear modulus, $\mu = 55.2$ GPa, are elastic properties of the material. The values are taken for Cu based on the EAM potential used [38]. The Burgers vector $b$ equals 0.1 nm [24], and $\rho$ is the core radius of the disconnection.
FIG. 4. Three-dimensional NEB results for GB migration without and with nine vacancies under an applied shear stress $\tau = 529$ MPa. (a) MEPs of GB migration without vacancies (red circles) and with nine vacancies (blue squares). (b) Associated MEPs as a function of the nucleation radius. (c) and (d) Top views of atomistic configurations for the first replicas along the MEP for GBs without and with vacancies. Their corresponding energies are plotted as solid red circles and blue squares in (a) and (b). In (e) and (f), the disconnection diameter is denoted by $2R$. White dashed circles serve as guides to show circle-shaped nuclei. In (d) and (f), sites with vacancies are denoted by yellow dashed rectangles.

loop. The last term in Eq. (3) is the work done by the driving stress $\rho$, which equals $\tau \beta$, where $\tau$ is the applied shear stress. Figure 4(b) plots the associated disconnection loop energy $E(R)$ as a function of the disconnection loop radius $R$ without and with vacancies. The discrete points are simulation results, whereas the solid lines are based on Eqs. (3) and (4) with $\tilde{\Gamma}_s$ and $\rho$ used as fitting parameters. It is worth emphasizing that the excellent agreement between our atomistic simulations and the theoretical results provides direct verification of the 3D disconnection model for GB migration. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the model maintains its validity even in the presence of vacancies, suggesting that the disconnection mechanism for GB migration remains the same. The disconnection core radius $\rho$ is estimated to be $1.5 \pm 0.1$ nm in both cases (i.e., without and with vacancies), which is consistent with a prior work [45]. This implies that the 3D disconnection model, being a continuum model, is likely to break down when the nucleation radius is smaller than the disconnection core radius, which is about 1.5 nm for our case. Indeed, as seen in Fig. 4(b), the curve for the disconnection model starts deviating from the simulation results around 1 nm. $\tilde{\Gamma}_s$ decreases from 345 mJ/m$^2$ for a perfect GB to 314 mJ/m$^2$ in the presence of vacancies. This suggests that the vacancies weaken the disconnection line tension, thereby reducing the energy barrier for GB migration. It is also consistent with the observation that the disconnection loop nucleates around vacancies [see Fig. 4(f)]. Figure 5 reports the stress-dependent energy barrier for GB migration without and with vacancies using NEB calculations. The reduction in the energy barrier due to vacancies is in the range of 0.13–0.30 eV.

B. Effects of vacancy distribution and number

In order to verify the vacancy-enhanced migration, we have studied three different cases of vacancy distributions (different arrangements of nine vacancies). Figure 6 shows the stress-dependent activation energies for the GB without vacancies and with various vacancy configurations. The reduction in the energy barrier due to vacancies is evident for all three vacancy distributions. Here, vacancy distribution 1 refers to the atomistic configuration shown in Fig. 3. The atomistic configurations of vacancy distributions 2 and 3 are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. Specifically, distribution 2 consists of nine vacancies arranged in a single row and occupying site

FIG. 5. Three-dimensional NEB calculations for the energy barrier of GB migration without (red circles) and with vacancies (blue squares) as a function of stress and the energy reduction due to vacancies (black diamonds).

FIG. 6. Three-dimensional NEB calculations for the energy barrier of GB migration without vacancies (red circles) and with vacancy distribution 1 (blue squares), distribution 2 (green diamonds), and distribution 3 (pink pentagrams) as a function of stress.
FIG. 7. Simulation setup and corresponding atomic configuration of nine vacancies with distribution 2. (a) Simulation cell which is identical to those shown in Fig. 1(a), except with nine vacancies in the GB. Atoms with CN = 12 are removed, thereby showing the GB in between the top and bottom surfaces. (b) and (c) Inset images of the atomistic structure of a portion of the GB depicted by the white square in (a). Here, atoms in the same column as vacancies are labeled red; other column atoms are labeled yellow. Vacancy sites are denoted by red circles in (c), in which all the vacancies are in the same column.

1, whereas distribution 3 consists of nine vacancies arranged randomly. It is worth noting that the vacancies are discrete and do not collapse into a void even for distribution 2.

In order to study the effect of the number of vacancies, we use the random distribution of vacancies and vary the number from 1 to 11. Figure 9 shows the activation energies without vacancies and with different numbers of vacancies arranged randomly. Here, number \( i \) means that there are \( i \) vacancies located at sites 1 from positions 1 to \( i \), as shown in Fig. 8(c).

It is evident that the energy barrier decreases with increasing vacancies. The reduction of the energy barrier depends on how many vacancies participate in the nucleation process in the saddle-point state, or, in other words, how many vacancies are located near the disconnection loop and interact with it. Here, the activation volume is the disk-shaped volume with radius \( R \) and height \( h \) or the projected area of the GB with radius \( R \). Quantitatively, it is defined as the derivative of the energy with respect to the applied stress [46] and usually decreases with increasing stress. In Fig. 8(d), besides the number 1 vacancy, the other eight vacancies (2, 3, ..., 9) have the opportunity to be simultaneously located around the disconnection loop at the saddle-point state [as schematically shown by the red dashed circle in Fig. 8(c)]. It follows that they can reduce the line tension of the disconnection and the energy barrier of GB migration as much as possible so that the energy reduction is largest among all three cases in Fig. 6 under an applied shear stress of \( \tau = 529 \) MPa. With increasing stress, the activation volume eventually becomes so small that only a few vacancies (one or two for any vacancy distribution) need to be located around the dislocation loop to reduce the energy barrier. This explains why, at high stress, the reductions in the energy barrier for different vacancy distributions are very close to each other. However, a more quantitative study of the dependence of the activation barrier on the vacancy distribution entails further theoretical analysis and simulations which will be part of our future work.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Atomistic mechanism for vacancy-enhanced migration

In order to elucidate the elementary mechanism of vacancy-enhanced migration, we employ quasi-2D simulations, where the out-of-plane thickness of the simulation cell is very small and has periodic boundary conditions (see Fig. 10). We recall that site 1 is the most energetically favorable for vacancy formation. Using energy minimization, Fig. 11 shows the relaxed configuration of the GB atoms after...
one atom is removed from site 1. Several nearest-neighbor atoms surrounding the vacancy, including atoms at site 2 and site 1', relax significantly towards the vacancy, which is consistent with previous studies [40,47]. It is this displacement towards the vacancy site that triggers GB migration via transformation of the structural units from A to B under shear deformation.

Figure 12 shows the NEB simulations of a 2D bicrystal with a monovacancy located at site 1. Converged MEPs for GB migration without and with vacancies in Fig. 12(a) are denoted by red and blue circles, respectively, at the same shear displacement ($s = 0.066$ nm). The MEP for the GB without vacancies matches that reported by [24], which verifies our NEB calculation results. In the presence of a monovacancy, the activation energy for GB migration decreases by almost 50% from 0.29 to 0.16 eV. For intermediate configurations along the MEP for the perfect GB, we refer the reader to [24]. Figures 12(b)–12(g) show intermediate GB structures along the MEP for migration of a GB with a monovacancy. The GB structure in Fig. 12(b) is the first replica, corresponding to a local energy minimum on the MEP. The kite-shaped unit A is represented by red lines, while the black lines denote the regular structural unit B. The green lines denote the bond between two atoms that belong to the two structural units. The monovacancy is marked by a red dashed circle at site 1 of unit A.

First, the relaxation of atoms (at sites 2 and 1') around the vacancy, in addition to the applied shear stress, triggers an anticlockwise rotation of the green bond depicted by the green arrow [Fig. 12(b)]. This initiates a transformation of the lattice structural unit B into a kite-shaped GB unit A [Fig. 12(c)]. A concomitant step in the GB (depicted by the red dotted line) is observed between the left and right kite-shaped structural units. At the saddle-point state [Fig. 12(d)], the green bond continues to rotate and completes the transformation between structural units A and B. This vacancy-enhanced A-B unit transformation on the right facilitates the unit transformation on the left, thus yielding a lower energy barrier of 0.16 eV.

When the transformation of the left structural units A-B is completed [Fig. 12(e)], it results in a local minimum energy state along the MEP [Fig. 12(a)]. After this GB migration, the monovacancy diffuses to site 1 of the new GB [Figs. 12(e) and 12(g)]. The associated energy barrier for vacancy diffusion is the relative energy difference between the states (e) and (f) along the MEP [Fig. 12(e)], yielding 0.08 eV. It is worth

FIG. 10. (a) Schematic of the 2D simulation cell. The size of the 2D simulation cell is $103 \times 13 \times 14 \text{Å}^3$. (b) Atomistic configuration of the $\Sigma 13(320)$ GB projected in the ($X, Y$) plane: Black (gray) and red (pink) atoms belong to different grains. Black (red) and gray (pink) atoms are in two alternate (100) planes. Candidate vacancy sites are denoted by the numbers from 1 to 9.

FIG. 11. Relaxed structure of the $\Sigma 13(320)$ GB with a monovacancy at site 1. Atoms are colored according to the coordination number. The red dotted circle marks the vacant site. Since there is a total of four atoms for each site in the $Z$ direction, the introduction of one vacancy still leaves three atoms, leading to visible atoms projected in the ($X, Y$) plane (green atoms marked as site 1). Relaxation of atoms surrounding the vacant site is denoted by red arrows.

FIG. 12. Two-dimensional NEB results for the GB migration without and with monovacancy at a shear displacement $s = 0.066$ nm. (a) MEPs of GB migration without a vacancy (red open circles) and with a vacancy (blue open circles). (b)–(g) Projection in the ($x$, $y$) plane of atomic configurations of replicas along the MEP for the GB with a vacancy. Their corresponding energies are plotted as solid blue circles in (a). Red and black dotted lines are guides to the eyes through labeling the transient GB positions. For atomic configurations along the MEP for a perfect GB without vacancy, we refer the reader to [24].
FIG. 13. Two-dimensional NEB results for the GB migration without and with monovacancy at a shear displacement $s = 0.066$ nm. (a) MEPs of GB migration without a vacancy (red open circles) and with a vacancy (blue open circles). (b) and (c) Atomistic configurations associated with the formation of step $h$ without and with a vacancy. Atoms are colored according to the coordination number. Red dotted lines are guides to the eyes through labeling step $h$.

noting that the energy barrier of the vacancy diffusion in the lattice is around 0.7 eV [48]. As such, this monovacancy prefers to move with the GB and continues to facilitate subsequent GB migration.

B. Line tension and varying GBs

The “effective line tension” in this work is the average energy penalty associated with a disconnection step $h$. From an atomistic view, the vacancies serve as energetically favorable sites for disconnection nucleation in a grain boundary, thereby facilitating shear-coupled migration. From a mesoscopic and defect-level perspective, as shown in Figs. 13(b) and 13(c), it is the vacancy that reduces the interaction between a “perfect” kite-shaped unit and an adjacent “defective” kite-shaped unit, leading to a lower energy penalty for the same disconnection step $h$. As such, it is reasonable to attribute the reduction of the energy barrier to the reduction of the line tension at the mesoscopic level, as shown in Eq. (3).

To study the effect of vacancies on different GBs, we also examined several other CSL high-angle GBs (as shown in Fig. 14) using quasi-2D NEB calculations. It is seen from Fig. 15 that vacancies lower the activation barrier for migration in all cases. It also reveals that the reduction of the line tension and energy barrier is associated with the spacing between adjacent kite-shaped structural units forming each GB.

C. MD simulations at finite temperature

We performed several MD simulations to verify the vacancy-enhanced migration at finite temperature, both in two dimensions (Fig. 10) and three dimensions (Fig. 3) under constant shear stress. To implement constant stress conditions, we follow the method used for MD simulation of dislocation mobility in [49]. Multiple simulations (20 independent samples) were performed in order to calculate the ensemble...
mean values. In order to accurately extract the average GB displacement for each time interval, we dynamically capture the GB profile based on the coordination number of each atom. A similar method was utilized in other works [7,8,10]. Figure 16 shows the shear-coupled GB migration at room temperature in 2D and 3D simulation cells without and with a monovacancy. For the 2D simulation cell, it is observed that GB migration in the presence of a monovacancy is almost one order faster than that GB without a vacancy under shear stress $\tau = 116$ MPa. Vacancy-enhanced migration is also observed for a 3D simulation cell with nine vacancies under shear stress $\tau = 316$ MPa. Thus, these MD simulations clearly demonstrate the following: (1) The discrete vacancies do not diffuse away from the GB but instead stay in the GB as the boundary migrates. Thus, the effect of vacancies on the boundary migration continues. (2) The presence of vacancies facilitates shear-coupled GB migration.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

NEB calculations provide excellent verification of the 3D disconnection model and furnish quantitative evidence that vacancies facilitate shear-coupled migration of a certain class of GBs. Consistent with prior theoretical prediction [4], 3D atomistic modeling reveals that GB migration occurs via nucleation and growth of a disconnection in the form of a dislocation loop on the GB. Thus, from a continuum mechanics viewpoint, vacancies tend to weaken the line tension of a disconnection loop, thereby promoting shear-coupled migration. Three-dimensional as well as quasi-2D simulations reveal that, from an atomistic viewpoint, vacancies serve as energetically favorable sites for disconnection nucleation of the GB, thereby facilitating shear-coupled migration. This study opens avenues for investigating the role of vacancies in migration and mobility of other GB structures.

Moreover, the 3D NEB method employed here can be used to gain insights into the role of other types of defects on GB migration and, consequently, properties of polycrystalline materials. We believe that if the kite-shaped unit of the grain boundary retains its stable structure on adding dilute vacancies, we should see vacancy-enhanced migration. However, it is possible that there may be a change in deformation mechanism for GB migration when we look at GBs beyond this class. More systematic simulations would be needed for this study, which is beyond the scope of this paper and will be pursued in our future work.
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